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Mathematics attempts to…

Understand reality
Interpret reality
Model reality
Simulate reality
Predict reality



Does Mathematics 
Have Its Own Reality?



The Universe V
 

of Sets

Begin with the empty 
set φ (at the root)
If X is in V, so is its 
power set.
The “union” of sets 
already in V is in V.
Practically all of 
mathematics may be 
done in V



Do we understand V?

Kurt Gödel (1906—
1976):

There is a universe L
of sets that is 
contained in every 
other universe.





The Constructible Universe L

Every set in L is “definable” in a very 
precise sense.
This places a strong restriction on what 
may be admitted as sets in L. For 
example, why must every set be 
“definable”?



V
 

and L

Gödel: No contradiction to assume L IS the real
universe of sets universe of sets ((V = L). In fact, in L:
Axiom of Choice is true.
(Hilbert’s First Problem) Continuum Hypothesis 
is true.

But is But is V = L true?



V
 

and L

Paul Cohen (1934—
2007): No contradiction to 
assume L is NOT the real 
universe of sets. In fact,
There is a V in which 
Axiom of Choice is false
There is a V in which 
Continuum Hypothesis is 
false. 



V
 

and  L



The Basic Question

Is there a universe of mathematical 
reality?
(Surely?) AC and CH are either true or 
false in the real mathematical universe.
(Surely?) there can be only ONE reality.
But can we tell which? 



Gödel and Cohen’s Theorem

If (the set of axioms of) mathematics is 
consistent, then we will never know which 
is the real universe of sets.

—Ultimate limit of mathematical knowledge?



Strong Axioms of Infinity

Dana Scott: If in V there exist “very large”
large objects (“measurable cardinals”), 
then V is very different from  L.
Ronald Jensen: If in V there does not exist 
“small” large objects (“ Not 0# ”), then V
and L are quite alike.
But Gödel’s work implies that truth of 
strong axioms of infinity cannot be proved.



Gödel’s Belief

There is a real mathematical universe, and it is 
NOT L.
In the real universe, the Continuum Hypothesis 
is FALSE.
Is belief in mathematical reality ultimately 
reduced to a matter of faith?

Maybe not…



Reality at the 
Computing Level

Is the human mind a 
computer?



Limit of the Power to Compute

Alan Turing (1912—
1954):
There is no algorithm to 
decide, for every 
computer program and 
every input, whether the 
program halts on that 
input.

—The Halting Problem



Complex Dynamical Systems: 
Julia Sets Jc



Computability of Complex 
Dynamical Systems 

A Julia set Jc is computable if it can be 
plotted on the computer screen with 
arbitrary precision.
Is a Jc always computable?
Consider the general form



Computability of Jc

A complex number c is computable if there 
is an algorithm to compute c with arbitrary 
precision.

“Hyperbolic” and “Parabolic” Julia sets are 
(polynomial time) computable, regardless 
of the complexity of c.



Computability of Jc

Mark Braverman and Michael Yampolsky
(Journal of American Math Society (2006) 
and ACM Symp on Theory of Computing 
(2007)):
There is a collection of computable c’s
whose Jc (“irrational Siegel 
disks”) is NOT computable:



Computability of Jc

In fact, Jc can be as non-computable  as 
the Halting Problem.

So if Julia sets have a reality, and best 
visualized through a computer screen 
using numerical computations, then 
computer visualization is necessarily 
incomplete.     



Another Level Down



Reality in the Virtual World 



Photo-realistic Simulations 
To simulate dynamic interfaces—water, fire, waves, 

bubbles…—require:
Mathematically model physical phenomena (Navier-
Stokes partial differential equations, optimization, 
probabilistic analysis, wavelets, quartenions,, …)
Techniques to address numerical dissipation (Level Set 
Method, Particle Level Set Method…)
Fast and efficient (complex) computer algorithms for 
large scale (parallel) numerical calculations

These are challenging problems.







Ron Fedkiw 
Stanford University



Two Questions

Is there a limit to computer simulating 
reality? Recall simulation of Julia sets.

Is reality different from simulation? 



Infinity and Reality

If reality is finite, why and how is infinity 
conceived by the mind?
Why is the infinite in mathematics so useful in 
the study and understanding of  finite reality? 
If reality is effectively infinite, and inspires as 
well as understood through mathematics, is V 
the manifestation of this reality?



Wir mÜssen wissen

Wir werden wissen

David Hilbert (1900)



What Is Reality?
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